Introduction.
This paper is concerned with a degenerate parabolic equation where to eR or to= -oo ; Q is a bounded domain in RN (N>_ 1) with smooth boundary r : =6Q ; (d /d1.) denotes the outward normal derivative on I'; S : R--~R is a given nondecreasing function; f and h are given functions on Q and E, respectively. In this paper, we denote by "SP on (to, co)" the system {(0.1), (0.2)}. Equation (0.1) represents the enthalpy formulation of the Stefan problem, when ci(r-1) for r 1, 9(r)= 0 for 0<r<1, c2r for r < 0 for some positive constants c,, c2. For the physical interpretation of boundary condition (0.2) we quote Langer [11] and Aiki [1] . As far as initial-boundary value problems for (0.1) with usual boundary conditions are concerned, there are some interesting results (e. g., [16, 14, 13] ) dealing with existence and uniqueness of solutions. Recently, problems with similar boundary conditions were discussed by and Primicerio-Rodrigues [15] . In Aiki were proved, where u0 and V 0 are given functions on Q and F, respectively, and g : (0, T) x Tx R>R. One of the purposes of the present paper is to establish existence, uniqueness and comparison results on the initial-boundary value problem for SP. These results are not covered by Aiki [1] , since in Aiki [1] it is necessary to assume that the weak solution belongs to the class L°°((0, T) x Q), and in this paper the boundedness of the weak solution is not required.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the asymptotic stability of weak solutions to SP. This question is studied by reformulating SP as a nonlinear evolution equation involving time-dependent subdifferential operators in a suitable Hilbert space. Such a technique was already employed in Damlamian [5] Damlamian-Kenmochi [6] and Haraux-Kenmochi [7] . We shall show that SP can be reformulated as a nonlinear evolution equation of the form (0. 3) z~'(t)+ay~t(v(t)) = f * t (to, c),
in the dual space X* of the Hilbert space X= z E H(Q); 1~z d x+ ~,zd F= 0 with norm 112 i z x = Q0%(x) 2dx , where dI' is the surface element on F and occ is the subdifferential of a convex function con X.
Once the problem is represented in the form (0.3), we can apply some general results in Kenmochi-Otani [9, 10] on asymptotic to SP. Under periodicity conditions h(t+T )= h(t) on R x F, f (t +T )= f (t) on R x Q and T ~f dxdto Vhdl'dt = 0, JOJ for some positive number T, we shall show that (i) (existence of periodic solutions) SP has at least one periodic solution on R ;
(ii) (order property of periodic solutions) if u1i u2 are periodic solutions of SP on R such that ~u1(0, x)dx+ r~(u1(0, x))dF ? Qu2(0, x)dx+ (u2(0, x))dT, then j3(u1)>_j3(u2) on R X Q ; (iii) (asymptotic stability of periodic solutions) if u is a solution of SP on [to, oo), then there is a periodic solution w of SP on R such that j3(u(nT+')) -/3(w) in L2(0 , T ; H1(Q)).
Similar questions were discussed in Haraux-Kenmochi [7] and Aiki-KenmochiShinoda [2] .
Throughout this paper we use the following notations:
(1) For a real Banach space W we denote by W* the topological dual of W and the norm in W. The duality pairing between W* and W is written by < •, • >w. As a special case the inner product on a Hilbert space W is denote by (• (2) Let W be a Hilbert space and j be a compact subinterval of R, u, u n C (J ; W) for n=1, 2, . We denote by a n-> u in C z" (J ; W) if it satisfies (un(t), z)w-*(u(t), zlw uniformly in tE J as n--oo for each z~W.
(3) We denote by Q I and 11-' the volume of Q and the surface measure of P, respectively.
(4) For a proper lower semicontinuous (1. s. c.) convex function cp on W, we denote by D(cp) the effective domain {zEW ; cp(z)<+co} and by acp the subdifferential of cp, i. e., acp is a (possibly multivalued) operator which assigns to each z D(ce) the set acp(z) in W defined by acp(z) = {z* W ; (z*, v-z)w < cp(v)-ce(z) for all v W } .
The domain of acp is the set D(ace)= {z~W ; acp(z)t0}. For general properties of subdifferential operators we refer to Brezis [4] . 1, Main Results.
Throughout this paper we assume that the function p : R-R satisfies the following conditions ($1) and ($2) :
($1) $ is non-decreasing and Lipschitz continuous on R with Lipschitz constant C p and p(0)=0.
($2) There are some positive constants L8, 18 such that jj3(r) >_ L~jrj---1~ for all r R. We introduce a notion of weak solution for SP. (ii) Let T be a positive number, and let {u, V } : R-~V is a solution of SP on R such that u(t+T)=u(t), V(t+T) =V(t) for all tSR. Then {u, V } is called a T-periodic solution of SP on R.
For a compact interval J=[to, t1] let {u, V } be a solution of SP on J. Then it follows from (1.1) that for some constant KO,
x ~(~2+ 10~ (2)dxdt for any z. Hence, we infer that E*(u, V)EW12(J; Y*), the function t_ <E*(u(t), V(t)), r1(t)>Y is absolutely continuous on J and
It follows that (1.1) can be written in the following form
+A( (u(t)), ~)+(h(t), )L2(r) = (f (t), ~)L2cQ) for any i Y and a. e. t J.
It is then quite obvious to see the following proposition. In particular, if ul(t0i ~)<u2(to, •) a.e. on Q and V1(to, ')<_V2(t0, •) a.e. on I', then (1.6) ul <_ u2 a.e. on JxQ and Vl <_ V2 a.e. on JxF.
Next we mention some results on T-periodic solutions of SP on R. THEOREM 1.3. W e suppose that f Lip~(R ; L2(Q)), h e L io~(R ; L2(I')). Let T be a positive number, and assume that (1. 7) f (t+T, .) = f (t, .) a.e. on Q and h(t+T, .) = h(t, .) a.e. on I' for any t E R, and (ii) Let {u, V } be a solution of SP on R. Then {u, V } is T-periodic on R i f and only i f u E L' (R ; L 2(Q)) and V L°°(R ; L 2(F)).
(iii) Let {u1, V1}, {u2, V2} be T-periodic solutions of SP on R such that
and there exist functions wEL2(Q), wp L2(e) with wdx+ wrd1=0 such that u1(t, .)-u2(t, .) = w(.) a.e. on Q for any t R. V 1(t, .)-V2(t, ~) = wr(.) a.e. on I'
(iv) Let {u1, Vl}, {u2, V2} be two T-periodic solutions of SP on R such that
r sa r Then (1.9) 13(u1) > /3(u2) a.e. on R X Q.
We denote by ~r the set of all T-periodic solutions of SP on R. In Theorem 1.3, it is mentioned that {jS(u) ; {u, V } ~T} is a totally ordered set with respect to the usual order of functions on R X Q.
Finally, as to the asymptotic stability of T-periodic solutions we prove the following. Throughout this section we assume that f ~L~o~(1; L2(Q)), hELio~(I; L2(I')) with I=[to, +°°), to~R, uo~L2(Q) and Vo~L2(I').
First, we show a lemma about the solution of CSP(uo, V0).
LEMMA 2.1. Let {u, V } be a solution of CSP(uo, V0) on I. Then {u, V } satisfies
for any t I.
PROOF. Indeed, (2.1) is an immediate consequence of the integration of
We define a function a on 1 as follows:
a(t) _ Q +II'T{<E*(uo~ V0), 1>Y+ to ~fdxds-ro rhdPds}.
By (2.1) it is obvious that for a solution {u, V } of CSP(uo, V0) on 1 (2.3) ~u(t, x)d x+ V (t, x)dP _ (Q I + IT )a(t) for any t 1.
From now on we use the following function spaces and operators.
(i) X= {zEY ; zd x+ rzdP=0} is a Banach space with norm I z I x= OZ I L2 (Q> .
(ii) H= {(z, zr)~W ; ~Zdx+ r z1dl'=0} is a Hilbert space with the inner product (u, v)H induced from the Hilbert space W, i. e.,
We identify H with its dual H*.
(iii) E : X-~H is the natural injection from X to H, that is, Ez=(z, zj r) for zEX.
Also, E*: H-~X* is the dual operator of E and R(ED) is the range of E*; therefore (E*(z, Zr), ~j>x = QZr~dx+ rZrr~dV for (z, zr) H and E X. Finally, we introduce r (2.7) ~3(r) = o~3(s)ds for r R, and for each t~l we define a function cot : X*--*(-oo, +oo ] by the formula (z+a(t))dx+ 1 (zr+a(t))2dV ~~ 2 r (2.8) cpt(z) = if z* R(E*) with (z , zr) = E*-1(z*), 00 otherwise.
Clearly, cot is a proper 1. s, c. convex function on X* and D(cpt)=R(E*) for each tel. Denoting by duo the subdifferential of cot in X', we obtain the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.2. For each t~l, acpt is singlevalued in X* with D(pt) _ {z* e R(E*); p(z+a(t)) Y}, and for any z*=E*(z, zr)ED(acot) with (z, zr)=H acpt(z*) = FxPxp(z+a(t)) in X* and zr+a(t) = p(z+a(t)) a.e. on V.
PROOF. Let z', z*EX*. If z'~acPt(z*), then there exists an element (z, zr)~H such that E*(z, zr)=z*, and for any (w, wr)EH
where w*=E*(w, wr). By using (2.4) this can be written as (2.9) `w*-z*, F;'z'>x ~~(w+a(t))dx-~R(z+a(t))dx+ Z r(ur+a(t))adV-2 r(zr+a(t))2dV. By definition of E* we see that (2.10) <w*-z*, F 'z'>1 = ~(w-z)FXIz'dx+ r(wr-zr)FXIz'dV.
Choosing w=~v+z, wr=~vr+zr, E>0 in (2.9) and dividing by E, we obtain by (2.10) that
+..1 r{(zr+a(t)+wr)2-(zr+a(t))2}dV for any (v, vr) H. 2s
Then letting E 0 yields ~vFX'z'dx+ r pFxlz'dF ~v19(z+a(t))dx+ rvr(zr+a(t))dV.
Hence, (2.11) ~VFXlz'dx+ jvrF;'z'dP= ~vp(z+a(t))dx+ 1vr(zr+a(t))dV for any (v, vr) H. Note here that (2.12) s~v~(z+a(t))dx+ Jvr(zr+a(t))dF = ((v, vr), PH(~(z+a(t)), zr+a(t)))1, since (v, vr)EH. (2.11) and (2.12) imply in particular that PH(13(z+a(t)), zr+a(t))=E(Fxrz'), and therefore j3(z+a(t))~Y, z' =FPj3(z+ a(t)) and 13(z+a(t))=zr+a(t) a. e. on F.
Conversely, for (z, zr)eH, let z*=E*(z, zr), /3(z+a(t))EY, z'=FxPx,6(z+a(t)) and zr=(S(z+a(t))-a(t))I r. Then for any (v, vr)~H and v*=E*(v, vr),
Therefore z'~acpt(z*) and Lemma 2.2 has been completely proved.
Q. E. D.
In order to apply the subdiff erential theory to our problem we shall use the following lemma. PROOF. This is easily derived from (2.8) with the help of (31), (Q2) and (2.2).
We now consider the evolution equation for ri E X and a.e. t E J.
PROOF. First let {u, V } be a solution of CSP(uo, V0). Then it follows from (1.3) that for a. e, tE J
x for any i E Y and a. e. t E J.
By (2.3) we see that (v(t), vr(t))=PH(u(t), V(t))EH for any tE J, that is, v*(t)ER(E*) for any tE J. From (2.15) and (2.5) for any EX and a, e, tE J we have
= -<FxPx~(u(t)), >x+<f*(t),>x = -<F1Px/3(v(t)+a(t)), vi>x+<f *(t), 7)>x .
It is clear that for a. e. tE J (2.17) vr(t)+a(t) = 19(v(t)+a(t)) a. e. on F.
On account of Lemma 2.2, (2.16) and (2.17) we infer that d v*(t)+a t(v*(t)) = f *(t) in X * for a. e. t E J. dt ~
T. Aiixl
Obviously, v*EW"2(J; X*) and E*-1(v*)=(u-a, V-a)EL°°(J; H). Hence v* is the solution of (2.14) on J satisfying v*(to)=E*(PH(uo, V0)). Conversely, if v* is the solution of (2.14) on J satisfying the initial condition v*(to)=E*(PH(uo, V0)), then E*(u(to), V(to))=E*(uo, V0) and u(t0)=u0, V(t0)= V0. Furthermore, uEL°°(J; L2(Q)), VEL°°(J; L2(f ), 19(u)EL2(J; Y) and p(u)=V a. e. on E, and by (2.6) for any ,2 EY and a. e. tE J
Therefore, E*(u, V) EW 1' 2(J ; Y*). Moreover, for any v E Y and a. e, tE J we have d E*( u(t), V(t)), d t '~ Y = d (-v*(t), P1)+ a'(t) dx+ dI' = -<a~p`(v*(t)), Px~>x+Cf *(t), Px~~x+a'(t) ~~dx+ r~dl) = -<ExPx~3(v(t)+a(t)), +<f *(t), P>+ a'(t) dx+ r~dT = --A(Q(v(t)+a(t)), )+(f(t), 7))L2 (Q) -(h(t), 1))L2(r) .
Hence (1.3) holds. We conclude by Proposition 1.1 that {u, V } is a solution of CSP(uo, Vo). Q. E. D.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. As a consequence of Lemma 2.4, for any vo E R(E*) and any compact interval J=[to, t1]CI there exists a function v*EW12(J; X*), E*-1(v*)EL°°(J; H) and j3(v(t)+a(t))EY for a. e. tE J, which satisfies (2.14) in X* a. e. on J and the initial condition v*(to)=va . The conclusion of Theorem 1.1 then follows immediately from Proposition 2.1.
Comparison result for SP.
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. Throughout this section we suppose that f E L2(J ; L2(Q)), h E L2(J ; L2(1')) for J= [to, t1] .
Let {u, V } be a solution of SP on J and { S }, { f B}, {hg} and {zE} be smooth approximations of 1S, f, h and u(to, •), respectively, such that 0 < E < -d (r) < C9 . + 1 for any r E R and pE(0) = 0, ~~ --~ /3 uniformly on each compact interval of R as 0, fE --~ f in L2(J; L2(Q)), hE -> h in L2(J; L2(l )) as 0, and (zE, j3(z) r) --~ (u(to), V(to)) in H as . 0 .
We use the following lemmas in our proof of Theorem 1.2. for any i Y and a.e. t J, (3.3) uE(to) = zE .
We can prove this lemma in a way similar to that of [1; Section 2]. So we omit the proof. Since E* is compact as an operator from W to Y*, (3.6) and (3.9) show that N (3.10) E*(un, Vn) E in C(J; Y*).
Immediately, U=V a.e. on JXI', E=E*(u, V), un->u in Cw(J; L2(Q)) and Vn>V in C~u( ,J ; L2j')). Now, we note from the monotonicity of pEn that 
Cu(t)-u2(t) L1(Q) + CE(uls(t))-$E(u2E(t))]+ L1(r) Cul:(t~)-u2E(t~)]~ L1(Q) + I [ (ulE(to))-/3 (u2E(to))]~ L1(r) for any t E J.
Therefore, on account of Lemma 3.2, letting e 0 gives (1.4) for any tzs=to.
By the same argument as above we see that (1.4) holds for general t>_s. Inequalities (1.5) and (1.6) follow immediately from (1.4). Q. E. D.
Boundedness of solutions to SP on [t,), cc).
In this section, we take 1= [to, cc) and T >O, and we assume that f, h satisfy the following conditions f C L0(1; L2(Q)), h E L0(1; L2(I')), f (t+T, •) = f (t, •) a, e. on Q for t I, (4.1) h(t+T, • ) = h(t, • ) a. e. on P for t 1,
The purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition. 
< 1 E*(u(s), V(s))1Y*+Ki t -2 1 2 s(l+ I a(z) 12+ I h(Z) I L2(r) + I f (T) I L2(Q))dz, where a is the function defined by (2.2) with uo=u(t0) and V0=V(t0).
PROOF. By the definition of FY, we see that for any t 1 (4.6) <E*(u(t), V(t)),1> = (FY ~E*(u(t), V(t)), 1)Y ~(F1E*(u(t), Y V(t))dx+ rFY IE*(u(t), V(t))dF (I Q I + I F)
On account of (4.6) and (2.3), we have (4.7) ~FY lE*(u(t), V(t))dx+ FY lE*(u(t), V(t))dP = a(t) for t E 1.
Putting r1=FY'E*(u(t), V(t)) in (1.3), from definition of inner product <., and (4.7) we infer that for a. e. tEl
Now, noting that for any tE1 2 (4.9) <E*(u(t), V(t)), h(u(t))>Y ? pQI u(t) 2dx+ V(t) 2dF -l~ Qr 2L
where p1=min {L~/2, 1}, (4.10) I a(t)I ~/3(u(t))dx+ I,V(t)dF 2 1 I u(t) 2dx+ I V(t) I2dF + a(t) (C2 Q + TI) and (4.11) E*(u(t), V(t)) Y* _<_ u(t) 2dx+ I, V(t)I2d1.
From (4.8)(4.11) it follows that for a. e. tEl
We put ')Y 2L~ then for a. e. t E 1 (4.12) {ePlt E*(u(t), V(t)) I *} Kleult( I a(t)12+ 1 h(t) i L2(r) + I f (t) i2(Q) +1) dt Hence, for s, tE J with s<_t, by integrating (4.12) on (s, t), we obtain (4.4). Moreover, it follows from (4.8)(4.11) that 1 d I E*( u(t), V(t)) Y*+ -1 u(t) 2dx+ rV(t) 2dr 2 dt 2 ~ Kl(1 a(t) 2+ I h(t) L2(r) + I f (t) I L2w) +l) .
Clearly, we infer that (4.5) holds. Thus we prove this lemma.
Next, in order to get some other estimates for the solution of SP on 1, introduce a function j on H given by j(z, Zr) = ~~(z)dx+ 2 r rdI' for (z, zr) E H, where is the function defined in (2.7). Then we have :
We suppose that all the conditions of Proposition 4.1 are satisfied. Then the following statements (1) and (2) are valid.
(1) j(u(t), V(t)) is absolutely continuous on each compact subinterval [to, t1] o f I and (4.13) dtd1(u(t) V(t)) = dKE*(u(t), V(t)), a(u(t)) for a.e.tEI. (n-i)T+t0
By an elementary calculation, we infer that As a consequence of (4.5), (4.14), (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) and (j32) we conclude that (4.2) holds. Immediately, (4.2) and (4.14) imply (4.3). Thus we have proved the proposition. Q. E. D.
5. Periodic solutions.
The assertions of Theorem 1.3 (i)~(iii) are obtained as direct applications of the abstract results Kenmochi-Otani [9, 10] concerning asymptotics as t-°° in the framework of problem (2.15) .
Throughout this section we suppose that f c L io~(R ; L 2(Q)), h L ~o~(R ; L 2(V )) and for some positive number T, f and h satisfy (1.7) and (1.8). Let a° and t° be two real numbers. Here we can choose functions u°~ L2(Q) and V°~ L2(1-') so that a°=<E*(u°, V°), l>. Let a be a function defined by (2.2) and c t be the function on X* defined by (2.8) for each tcR and for each tSR, f *(t)~X* is given by <f *(t), = (f (t), 1))L2(Q) -(h(t), ~)L2cr) for E X.
By assumptions a, f * and cpt are T-periodic on R, that is, for all t€R a(t) = a(t+T), f *(t) = f *(t+T) in X*, cot = on X*.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 (i) AND (ii). Let {u, V } be a solution of CSP(u°, V°) on 1:=[t°, oo). Then, from Proposition 4.1 we see that u : I-~L2(Q) and V : I--~L2(I') are bounded. Also, by Proposition 2.1, v*:=E*(u-a, V-a) is a solution of (2.15) on 1 and {v*(t); t~1 } is precompact in X*, because E* is compact. Hence, by [9; Lemma 5],
there is a solution D* of (2.15) on R and {D*(t) ; t -R} is precompact in X*. 
By periodicity of solutions (5.3) d I E*(u1(t), Vj(t))-E*(u2(t), V2(t)) Y = 0 for a. e. t R. dt According to (5.2) and (5.3) we see that for a. e. t€R ~(ul -u2)(~(ul) ~(u2))dx+ r(Vl-V2)2dI' = 0, which shows that jS(ul)=16(u2) a. e. on RX Q and V1= V2 a, e. on RX I', since S is monotone increasing. Furthermore, (1.3) implies that d (E*( ul(t), Vi(t))_E*Cu2(t), V2(t))) = 0 in Y* for a. e. t ~R, dt that is, E*(ul(t), Vi(t))-E*(u2(t), V2(t)) is independent on tSR. Then Theorem 1.3 (iii) has been proved.
Q. E. D. By definition of cc it is clear that w*(t)~R(E*) for any tER. Therefore, there are functions v : R-~L2(Q) and yr : R-~L2(P) such that w*(t)=E*(v(l), vr(t)). Hence, the couple {u, V } of functions u(t) :=v(t)+a(t), V(t) :=ir(t)+a(t) is T-periodic solutions of SP on R. +(h(tl+t), j3(uk(t)) JS(u(tl+t)))L2fr) (f (t1+t), /3(u k(t))-$(u(tl+t)))L2(Q) for a. e. I E [0, cc).
Here, on account of (5.6) and (5.7) we have Moreover, by (5.10) and (5.11), we have wl > __ w2, hence j3(w1) >_ jS(w2) a. e. on RxQ.
By Theorem 1.2 (iii), (5.12) implies that 3(ui) _ j3(w1) a. e. on RxQ.
